
“Together for Tomorrow”
This symbol captures the spirit of the Honda Group’s 
worldwide philanthropic activities, which are designed 
to help create a future full of dreams.

　Society　

　Our fundamental approach　

Since the company’s foundation, Honda has sought to contribute to 
society by creating quality products and technologies while coexisting 
harmoniously with the communities that host its operations. In the 
1960s, while the company was still in a period of early growth, Honda 
began to launch philanthropic initiatives designed to strengthen 
ties with local communities. In the 1970s, striving to strengthen its 
contributions to society and build a brighter future, Honda established 
foundations in Japan to foster broad-ranging research, education, and 
cultural exchange. Throughout the six regions of Honda’s worldwide 
operations, Honda is working to help people realize their dreams.
    As the company celebrated the 50th anniversary of its founding  
in 1998, it acted to address worldwide expectations from  
a comprehensive and global perspective by creating the Honda Motor 
  
Honda philanthropy: Vision

Honda enriches the joy of people around the world through socially 
responsible activities in accordance with the Honda Philosophy of 
respect for the individual and the Three Joys. Ultimately, it is our 
desire that society will want Honda to exist in every community.

  
Beaches cleaned in FY2010

Volunteers cleaned a total of 34 beaches in FY2010:
Akita Prefecture: Iwaki Rest Area beach / Fukushima Prefecture: Usuiso Beach, Kitaizumi Beach / Niigata Prefecture: Naoetsu Beach, 
Fujitsukahama Beach / Chiba Prefecture: Nago Beach, Yasashigaura Beach / Ishikawa Prefecture: Notojima Marine Park Beach, Sotohisumi 
Beach, Ii Park Nanao / Shizuoka Prefecture: Arai Benten Beach, Bentenjima Kaihin Park Beach, Omaezaki Marine Park / Mie Prefecture: 
Futamigaura Beach, Jiro-Rokuro Beach / Shimane Prefecture: Kokufu Beach, Kuromatsu Beach, Kotogahama Beach / Okayama Prefecture: 
Sami Beach, Shibukawa Beach / Hiroshima Prefecture: Setoda Sunset Beach / Yamaguchi Prefecture: Chudo Beach, Nijigahama Beach / 
Tokushima Prefecture: Komatsu Beach / Ehime Prefecture: Karakohama Beach / Kumamoto Prefecture: Shirogahama Beach,  
Pearl Sun Beach / Oita Prefecture: Tanoura Beach / Miyazaki Prefecture: Imamachi Beach, Okuragahama Beach, Shimoaso Beach, 
Kaguchihama Beach, Odotsu Beach / Okinawa Prefecture: Misaki Beach

  
Global directions

Striving to create a future society in which everyone can pursue their 
dreams, Honda shall:

• Support educating our youth for the future
• Work to preserve global environments
• Promote traffic safety through education and training  

Honda philanthropy: Basic principles

•  As a company with a global viewpoint, we are dedicated to 
contributing to the well-being of local communities around the 
world through our products and technologies.

•  As a good corporate citizen, we will deepen our commitment  
to all local communities where we do business.

•  We will contribute to the nurturing of a society where caring 
|and energetic individuals actively participate in socially 
responsible activities.

Philanthropy Office and establishing the basic principles that  
guide its philanthropy. 
    Since then, in addition to previous efforts, Honda has launched 
new initiatives based on these principles, seeking to contribute to the 
joy of people and to the well-being of societies around the world.
    In 2006, with a view to taking its philanthropic initiatives to an 
even higher level, Honda defined the global directions of these 
initiatives and created a new symbol to capture their spirit.  
In fulfillment of the three main points of these global directions, 
Honda mobilizes people, advanced products and technologies,  
and a philosophy of respect for the individual in investing resources 
in initiatives that help people around the world enjoy life to the 
fullest and realize their true potential.

Activities in Japan
　Honda’s beach clean-up activities　

Honda is involved with a number of environmental conservation activities in communities worldwide as part 
of its commitment to pass on a pristine, beautiful natural environment to the next generation. Among these 
initiatives are beach clean-up activities that make use of Honda’s technology and human resources assets.
    This program uses a simple traction-driven beach cleaner featuring a compact, lightweight design that 
was developed by associates motivated by a desire to leave the next generation sand beaches clean enough 
that visitors can walk barefooted. Using this device, Honda Group associates and retirees work with local 
communities to clean area beaches.
    The program has cleaned more than 100 sand beaches throughout Japan since its inception in 2006.

Beach cleanup activities at Kaguchihama Beach 
in Miyazaki Prefecture (July 2009)
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Activities overseas 
　North America    Coastal clean-up activities by volunteers　

　South America    Lake ecosystem conservation project　

　Europe, the Middle and Near East, and Africa     Working with WWF to launch a marine sanctuary conservation project 　

　Asia and Oceania    Helping eliminate poverty through the Honda Dreams Fund　

Honda Community Action Team (HCAT), an organization of associates working at Honda in North America, 
their family members, suppliers, and others, has a track record of participation in large-scale clean-up 
activities, through which members have removed more than 300,000 tons of garbage from beaches  
in the Los Angeles area. Members also participate in Coastal Clean-up Day, an international event  
in which more than 60 countries participate. More than 120 HCAT members took part in the  
25th Coastal Clean-up Day in FY2010.
    According to Heal the Bay, a non-profit organization headquartered in Santa Monica, California, most 
garbage washing up on California’s beaches makes its way to the shore via inland streams and storm 
drains. In addition to its beach clean-up activities, HCAT works to spread the message that coastal pollution 
can be prevented by raising individuals’ awareness of the consequences of their everyday activities.

Since 2002, Honda Automoveis do Brasil (headquartered in Brazil) has been participating in Gincana Ambiental (GICA), a program established as 
part of an Ecovita project to conserve the environment through sports and other activities. 
    The company, which agrees with the project’s environmental philosophy of coexisting with humankind and the Earth, is participating in an 
effort to become a corporation local residents want to exist.
    GICA was founded in 2000 to raise environmental awareness of people who live near and gain their livelihood from lakes in the Amazon basin 
and to conserve plant and animal life in the area for future generations. The program also seeks to communicate the importance of conserving 
nature to students and area residents through such activities as inter-community information exchange, 
recreation, and sports. 
    Every June, a series of events are held around Lake Paru and Lake Calado in the Manacapuru 
municipality of the state of Amazonas on the last Saturday after Environment Week. Meeting with local 
leaders, teachers, environmental volunteer groups, engineers, researchers, and supporters, teams select 
mascots and slogans, perform parodies, compose poems, participate in environmentally friendly fashion 
shows, and take part in engine-powered canoe races and other events in an effort to follow the Ecovita 
philosophy of protecting life. In 2009, 25 volunteers from Motor Honda da Amazônia and about 300 
students from local schools joined in events, attended by 1,500 visitors.

Working with the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Honda South Africa (headquartered in South Africa) 
launched the WWF Honda Marine Park Program in March 2009 as a marine sanctuary conservation project 
with a focus on coastal areas in the province of Western Cape in the southern part of the country. The effort 
is an outgrowth of the Cape Marine Program, a WWF effort to survey South Africa’s western cape. The 
current partnership is geared to facilitate support, long-term maintenance, and efficient management of all 
South Africa’s marine sanctuaries.
    The project aims to manage and conserve marine resources that have suffered from poaching. Two 
rubber dinghies equipped with BF75D Honda outboard motors are patrolling coastal sanctuaries in 
Cape Town. The goal of the program is to establish a sanctuary support group with the cooperation of 
government, conservation groups, and other interested parties.

In January 2007, Honda Malaysia joined the Malaysia Office of the United Nations Development 
Programme in announcing the establishment of the Honda Dreams Fund. The fund underwrites all 
educational and living expenses for young people who are unable to pursue a higher education due  
to a lack of financial resources. 
    In addition to helping these students make their dreams come true, the fund allows Honda to contribute 
to human resources development in Malaysia. During FY2010, 57 young people began pursuing their 
dreams by undertaking research in a variety of disciplines. 

Honda Community Action Team helped clean-up 
the California coast on Coastal Clean-up Day

A boat equipped with a Honda outboard motor 
patrols a marine sanctuary

Students participating in a workshop

A canoe competition held near Lake Paru and 
Lake Calado in the Amazon basin
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Honda philanthropy activities
　Japan    Donating funds in proportion to Honda C Card use　

　North America    Donating funds to the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation　

　China    Opening an elementary school in Sichuan Province　

　China    Environmental class and tree-planting activities　

Since FY1996, Honda has donated a percentage of total Honda C Card use to the Japanese Red Cross 
Society and the Japan Committee for UNICEF each year. In June 2010, we donated 0.02 percent of FY2010 
card use, bringing cumulative contributions to ¥704.18 million. 

The Ride for Kids program uses motorcycles to help raise money for the Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation, 
which is dedicated to finding the cause of and a cure for pediatric brain tumors. American Honda Motor 
has been a main sponsor of the program since 1991. As part of the 18th event held on May 3, 2009,  
close to 1,000 riders and volunteers participated in a gathering held by the company, raising some 
$243,000 in donations for use on behalf of children suffering from brain tumors in the form of funds for 
medical research and support for patients’ families.

Dongfeng Honda Automobile Co., Ltd., opened a new elementary school in Mao Prefecture in the Chinese 
province of Sichuan, which was struck by an earthquake in May 2009. Significant damage sustained by 
the previous elementary school during the earthquake had been interfering with the daily learning of 
1,200 area children. Reacting to a request from the Mao Prefecture Bureau of Education, Dongfeng Honda 
spearheaded construction of Dongfeng Honda Lizhi Elementary School, which incorporates an earthquake-
resistant structure as well as state-of-the-art environmentally friendly design features. Dongfeng Honda, 
dealers, suppliers, and others covered construction costs for the project. Dongfeng Honda provided quality 
control for the construction project, which was completed on August 31, 2009.

A program of tree-planting activities in Inner Mongolia was orchestrated as a joint project by Honda’s 14 
Chinese affiliates, and an environmental class entitled “The Importance of Tree Planting” was held on July 
3 and 4, 2009, at Dongliang Elementary School in Xinghe County, Inner Mongolia. Additionally, trees were 
labeled with tags made by the students and planted in the county’s Youyi Dam district. Tree planting is an 
important issue for green-poor China, which ranks 130th in the world in the percentage of forested land. 
    In the environmental class, students participated in activities including making tags for the seedlings, 
learning about environmental issues and tree planting, and drawing pictures of how the area would look 
10 years in the future. The children were happy to receive tree-planting certificates from Honda. Tree-planting activities

Yoshio Wakao (left), Manager, Business Development & Operations Office, 
Automobile Sales Division, Regional Sales Operations (Japan), receives 
a letter of thanks from Executive Director Ken Hayami (right) at a charity 
donation ceremony held at the Japan Committee for UNICEF.

Associates at the Ride for Kids venue

Dongfeng Honda Lizhi Elementary School
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